
Baltimore Executive Summary 
 
Baltimore is similar to most of the other cities examined in this report in that it 
has experienced a significant decline in manufacturing in recent decades, a 
concomitant loss in jobs, a significant increase in blighted buildings and loss of 
population. But what sets Baltimore apart is this:  the city has not experienced a financial emergency. 
Make no mistake about it, the “Charm City” has certainly faced many challenges—and many challenges 
remain. Yet, despite these challenges, the city is on reasonably solid financial footing.  The city has an 
unrestricted general fund balance of $216 million—which is equal to 15.3% general fund revenues. The 
city has a AA- bond rating.  The city’s retirement system for police and fire is funded at 82% —better 
than the national average of 73% for state and local government.1 
 
After interviews with a wide range of individuals familiar with Baltimore, below are key contributors to 
Baltimore’s relatively strong financial position: 
 

 City Charter: The Board of Estimates.  The five-member Board of Estimates plays a particularly 
strong role in developing the budget and monitoring monthly finances of the city.  Under the 
charter, the city council cannot increase the overall budget from what the Board proposes; it 
can only decrease it. The Board has three members who are elected at-large by voters: mayor, 
council president and comptroller. The remaining members are the director of public works and 
city solicitor—both of whom are appointed by the mayor.  Thus, the mayor controls three of the 
five votes of the Board.  Also, the Board is constituted so that all members have a citywide 
perspective (rather than a ward-based perspective).  Furthermore, this Board holds public 
meetings weekly to approve all contracts and oversees all purchasing in the city.  In sum, the 
Board of Estimates provides for clear lines of authority for decision-making regarding budget 
and finance matters.  

 

 Tradition of professionalism in budgeting and finance—combined with positive political 
culture.  Many individuals cited a long tradition of strong financial management in the city, 
transcending particular individuals employed in those offices—individuals who have provided 
budget and other information that is trusted. Yet, it not merely a tradition of the professionals in 
the budget and finance office.  There also is a tradition of elected officials paying heed to the 
information and guidance provided by these professionals. Many suggest that the presence of 
the Board of Estimates helps to account for this—since the Board is structured to take a citywide 
perspective, three elected officials who are elected citywide sit on that Board, and the weekly 
meetings of the Board are open to the public. Others add that the fact that the City Council can 
only reduce the budget proposed by the Board plays a role.  And still others suggest that 
because the charter permits the council to only reduce the budget that helps to reduce the 
opportunity for “log-rolling” that is more likely to occur in legislative bodies. But no one could 
really pinpoint with confidence whether it was these factors or others that constitute the 
“secret sauce” for this positive confluence of professionalism and political culture. But virtually 
everyone acknowledges that it exists. 

 

 The Role of State Government 
o The structure of local government throughout Maryland.  Baltimore benefits from the 

fact that county governments are the dominant form of local government in Maryland.  
The City of Baltimore is considered to be a county under state statutes.  As such, the 
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first line of fiscal equalization in taxes and services—from education, to public safety, to 
a host of other local government services—occurs within each of Maryland’s 24 
counties. This helps Baltimore indirectly in that the state government has more “fiscal 
room” available to target aid to the particular challenges of Baltimore—more “fiscal 
room” than if the state itself had to fill in disparities among several hundred smaller 
units of government. 

o State assumption of key responsibilities. Over the past 20 years, the State has assumed 
full financial and operational responsibilities for specific services for Baltimore.  These 
include the community college, the detention center and the central booking facility. 
This removes $180 million in expenditure burden from the city. In addition, the State 
built and operates the light rail and bus system in the city, and owns and operates the 
stadiums for the Orioles and Ravens. The state owns and manages all of the publicly 
owned terminals of the Port of Baltimore2 and provides substantial direct support for 
the Baltimore Harbor Development and the convention center. 

o State Aid. State statutes provide that every county in Maryland receives no less than 
75% of the statewide average yield for the local income tax.  The State makes up the 
difference for Baltimore (and several other rural counties as well) through the Disparity 
Grant.  This grant provides $79 million to Baltimore. The State also provides $134 million 
in aid for roads (out of a statewide total of $168 million). These two grants account for 
approximately 82% of all non-education state aid to the city.  

 
 

***** 
 

“The Dog that Didn’t Bark”: The City of Baltimore 
 
Introduction 
 
The narrative of Baltimore is much like that of many older cities in the East and Midwest: A cumulative 
shortfall estimated to be nearly $750 million over the next decade. The loss of 300,00 residents—more 
than a third of the city’s population over the past 40 years. A city that had 30% of the state’s population 
in 1960—falling to just 11% today. A loss of 110,000 jobs—mostly in manufacturing.3  Its local tax effort 
is 64% greater than the statewide average—on a tax base that is the second-lowest in Maryland.4 
 
You think you have heard this story before and believe you know pretty much how it will end—but you 
haven’t…and you probably don’t. This is a story—which is still being written—as to why a city that has 
experienced so many of the economic and structural challenges of other older Eastern and Midwestern 
cities has managed to stay afloat. If this were a Sherlock Holmes story, it would be the one about “the 
dog that didn’t bark.” This is the story of Baltimore. 
 
Make no mistake about it; Baltimore is a city that has experienced the same set of structural and 
macroeconomic forces of many large Eastern and Midwestern cities for the last 40-50 years.  Nor did the 
Great Recession of the past five years spare Baltimore.  The city has reduced services to residents.  
Employees have been laid off, furloughed and others have absorbed cuts.  
 
Yet, Baltimore also is a city with a AA- bond rating.5 As one person stated, it is a city that “punches above 
its weight.”  It has an unrestricted fund balance in its general fund of $216.5 million—15.3% of general 
fund revenue.6 Pensions for police officers and fire fighters are funded at 82% and other municipal 
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employees are funded at 73%.7  [Granted, these levels are not at 100%, but far better than many in 
otherwise similar cities and better than the national average of 73%8 for state and local governments.  
For further comparison, the average funding level for S&P 500 companies was 77%.9] 
 
However, the success of a city is not measured by its balance sheet.  Success is measured by the quality 
of life for a broad range of its residents and economic vitality for local businesses. But adequate and 
sufficient levels of local public services in the long run are not possible without sound finances, well-
functioning institutions, disciplined management practices and a healthy state-local relationship. By 
most accounts, Baltimore does benefit by having a respectable combination of all four.  
 
But any “take-aways” or lessons-learned from Baltimore still must be tempered with caution because—
as the Mayor Rawlings-Blake stated in her recently released Ten-Year Plan for the City of Baltimore—the 
city is “…now at inflection point—the juncture where a trend or curve changes direction.”10   
 

 
How Bad Was/Is the Problem? 
 
Unlike several other cities in this study, Baltimore has not experienced anything close to a fiscal 
emergency as defined by the U.S. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations.11  The city has 
been able to pay all employees, vendors, contractors and bondholders on time and in full—and there 
has been no indication that it would not be able to continue to do so. No one interviewed for this report 
indicated otherwise. 
 
Yet, everyone interviewed for this report also expressed concerns about the chronic, long-term 
economic and fiscal stress experienced by the city.  This distress dates from the 1960s.  The following 
documents a portion of this: 
 

 Like so many industrial cities in the East and Midwest, Baltimore’s population reached a peak of 
949,708 in 1950. Approximately 30% of Maryland’s population lived in Baltimore in 1960.  By 
2010, the city’s population had fallen to 620,961 and only 11% of the state’s population in lived 
in Baltimore. 

 Between 1990 and 2010, Baltimore lost nearly 110,000 jobs (24% of all jobs).  Seventy percent 
of these jobs were in the manufacturing, transportation, trade and utilities sectors. 

 There are approximately 16,000 vacant, abandoned structures in the city. 

 Although crime rates are at now at their lowest since 1985 for both property and violent 
crimes—and are about half that from the mid-1990s peak—the perception of crime remains 
high.12  The crime rate for Baltimore is 86% greater than the statewide average.13 

 Median household income in Baltimore is 56% of the state average. The unemployment rate is 
3.5 percentage points higher than the statewide average (10.2% vs. 6.8%).14 

 Taxes on residents and businesses are the highest in the state. A report from the Department of 
Legislative Services of the Maryland General Assembly indicates that the tax effort is 64% 
greater than the average local government in the state. The locality ranked second is a distant 
one at that (28% greater than average). The tax effort index includes both major sources of local 
government tax revenue in Maryland—property and local income taxes. Further exacerbating 
this difference in tax effort and inter-local tax competition is the fact that the contiguous 
counties of Baltimore County15 and Anne Arundel County have tax effort indices 6% and 24% 
below the statewide average.16 
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Reasons to be (Cautiously) Optimistic 
 
There are some nascent indicators that, if they persist, would provide the basis for a rejuvenated 
Baltimore: 
 

 Although Baltimore lost 29,702 residents between 2000 and 2005, the decline slowed 
considerably in the 2006 and 2011—to only 2,067.  

 Between 2000 and 2010, 78 of 278 neighborhoods grew in population—and 10 of those saw 
gains of 50% or more. 

 The percentage of young adults living in Baltimore between 2000 and 2010 grew, while the 
same age group declined statewide. The percentage of Baltimore’s population between the ages 
of 25-34 grew from 15% to 17%.  Statewide, the same age cohort declined from 14% to 13%.  

 Although the city lost more than half of its 126,400 jobs in the “old economy” sectors of 
manufacturing, trade, transportation and utilities between 1990 and 2011, the number of jobs 
in educational services, healthcare and social assistance sectors grew by 38% over the same 
period—from 81,700 to 113,100.17 

 
Beyond these nascent socio-economic trends, there are number of other reasons to be cautiously 
optimistic about Baltimore’s future.  These involve a variety of institutional factors found in both 
Baltimore and the state capital in Annapolis that provide reasons for optimism. They also provide a 
series of policy options that local and state officials across the nation might examine to determine the 
applicability to their cities, counties and states. 
 

Fiscal Profile18 
 

Revenue by Source 
 (Millions) Percent 
   
Property Tax $793.7 43.9% 
Income Tax 235.0 13.0% 
Other Taxes 147.4 8.1% 
Licenses & Permits 42.1 2.3% 
 
Federal Grants 176.2 9.7% 
State Grants 267.2 14.8% 
Other Grants 38.1 2.1% 

 
Service Charges 33.9 1.9% 
Fines & Forfeitures 33.7 1.9% 
Misc. 41.7 2.3% 
Debt Proceeds 0.1 0.0% 
   
Total Revenue $1,809.1 100.0% 

 

Expenditures by Function 
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 (In Millions)  Pct. 

   

General Government 197.8 11.3% 

Public Safety   

   Police 342.7 19.6% 

   Fire 149.0 8.5% 

   Corrections 0.0 0.0 

   Other Public Safety 25.9 1.5% 

Public Works    

   Transportation 133.0 7.6% 

   Solid Waste 72.5 4.1% 

   Other 0.0 0.0 

Health 50.6 2.9% 

Social Services 49.6 2.8% 

Primary/Secondary Ed. 9.0 0.5% 

Community Colleges 0.0 0.0% 

Parks, Recreation, Culture 38.8 2.2% 

Libraries 0.0 0.0% 

Natural Resources 0.0 0.0% 

Comm. Dev. & Pub. Hsg. 25.0 1.4% 

Econ. Dev. & Opp. 72.5 4.1% 

Debt Service     

   Principal 61.3 3.5% 

   Interest 43.0 2.5% 

Misc. 235.5 13.5% 

Transfer to Bd. of Educ. 220.3 12.6% 

Transfers to Other Boards 23.8 1.4% 

     

Total Expenditures $1,750.3 100.0% 
 

Selected Statistics 
 
Unrestricted general fund balance: $216.5m.19 (15.3% of general fund) 
 
Fire & Police Retirement System: 

 Percentage of liability funded:        82% 

 Annual required contribution:   $ 89.8 m 

 Annual contribution made:        $106.7 m 

 Unfunded liability:    $558.6 m 
 
Employees Retirement System 

 Percentage of liability funded:     73% 

 Annual required contribution:   $62.4 m 
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 Annual contribution made:        $62.4 m 

 Unfunded liability:    $530.2 m 
 
OPEB Liability:20    

 Percentage of liability funded:      9.3%   

 Annual required contribution:   $160.2 m  

 Annual contribution made:        $142.8 m  

 Unfunded liability:    $ 2.0 b 
 
 

Section I: The Intergovernmental Dimension 
 

Structure of Local Government in Maryland 
 
The overall structure of local government throughout Maryland has a very positive impact on the city of 
Baltimore.  Counties are the dominant form of general-purpose local government. Although there are 
156 municipalities in the state, they play a supplemental role in the provision of services provided by the 
counties.  Critically important is that the City of Baltimore is treated as a county under state statutes. 
This fact is one key element to Baltimore’s fiscal sustainability.21 
 
Arguably, the most important impact of the overall structure of local government in Maryland and its 
effect on Baltimore is indirect.  Even in the counties with the highest tax capacity, there are pockets of 
low-income residents and elements of economic distress. But, as these pockets of relative poverty and 
higher need are unincorporated areas of a wealthier county, the county—rather than the state—serves 
as the first-level backstop for fiscal equalization for levels of service and tax rates.  This has enormous 
implications for state aid for K-12 education and other types of state formula and categorical aid. This 
preserves state funds to target to lower income counties (including Baltimore, but also several largely 
rural counties).  And, because Baltimore is so much larger than these rural counties, far more state 
assistance is available to target state resources to the city. 
 
There is another aspect to the indirect impact of the structure of local government on Baltimore—inter-
local tax competition. If poorer areas of counties were separately incorporated, they would likely be 
caught up in the all-too-typical death-spiral of higher tax rates to match lower capacity and greater 
need. The fact that these lower income neighborhoods are often simply unincorporated areas of 
wealthier counties eliminates the inter-local tax completion within a county.  So, again with fiscal 
equalization occurring within a county, tax and service differentials do not add to other factors that can 
serve to exacerbate economic decline. Again, because of this, the state is in a better position to target 
resources to Baltimore and other lower-income counties.  And, because Baltimore is so much larger 
than all of the other poorer counties combined, the magnitude of state resources available to Baltimore 
is far greater than it otherwise would be if the state had to target intergovernmental aid to upwards of 
hundreds of local government entities. 
 
The indirect impact of the structure of local government in Maryland then contributes to the “fiscal 
room” for the state to target assistance to Baltimore.  Yet, it does not logically follow that the state ipso 
facto would target state assistance to local governments in general or to Baltimore specifically. A 
complex web of policy choices made by a generation of elected officials in Annapolis have contributed 
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significantly to the fiscal health of local governments in Maryland—and specifically to the City of 
Baltimore. 
 
 

State Aid to Local Government—and Its Impact on Baltimore  
 
In FY 2011, the State of Maryland provided $1.215 billion in direct22 financial assistance to Baltimore. Of 
this, $901 million (74%) was paid directly to the Baltimore City Public School system.23 The balance is 
paid directly to the City of Baltimore. 
 
To put the dollar amount of state aid into context, total expenditures for the BCPS are approximately 
$1.4 billion. Total expenditures for the City of Baltimore are approximately $1.8 billion. Yet, it bears 
repeating that, in spite of this state assistance, the tax effort of Baltimore is 64% greater than the 
statewide average. 
 
 

Education Aid 
 
As is the case in virtually every state in the country, financial support for K-12 education is the single 
largest component of state aid to local governments. Driven by a series of policy choices by elected 
officials of state government over time (and sometimes prompted into remedial action by decisions of 
state supreme courts), formula aid in all states is equalized in some fashion to account for differences in 
fiscal capacity and varying need of the underlying student population. In this regard, Maryland is not 
appreciably different than most other states.  
 
Although the Baltimore City Public Schools shares the same geographic boundary as the city 
government, it is a separate governmental entity. The BCPS has no taxing authority.  It is classified as a 
dependent school district by the U.S. Census Bureau and receives funding directly from the state and 
federal governments as well as direct financial contribution from the City of Baltimore.  
 
One aspect of Baltimore’s school board is unique within Maryland and is particularly noteworthy. As a 
result of state legislation approved in 1997, members of the city’s board of education are appointed 
jointly by the governor and mayor (from a slate of candidates provided by the state board of education). 
Prior to 1997, the mayor appointed all members of the city’s board of education as well as the 
superintendent.  
 
About 12% of all school districts nationwide are dependent school districts.24 Although the existence of 
dependent school districts in Maryland is somewhat atypical, it does not make the state unique.  But 
what again sets Maryland apart is its county-based structure of local government—including school 
systems.  Like other forms of state aid (see below), there is substantial fiscal equalization of resources 
for schools within a county before formulas for state aid to county-based school systems kicks in—with 
all of the attendant advantages regarding fiscal equalization across just 24 counties described in the 
previous section. The state pays 71% of the cost K-12 education in Baltimore (or $12,017 per pupil). The 
federal government provides another 10%. The City of Baltimore finances the remaining portion of the 
cost of the operating cost of public schools—19%.25 The State also has provided $308 million in school 
construction funding for Baltimore over the past 10 years.26 
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The State administers retirement and pension systems for teachers and librarians. For the BCPS, this 
state-paid cost is approximately $85 million.27 Until FY 2013, the State also paid the full amount of the 
employer share of the cost. A cost-sharing provision with counties was enacted into state law in early 
2012.  However, a provision of that new statute provided Baltimore with a grant of $10 million to offset 
most if not all of this additional cost. 
 
 

State Aid Paid Directly to the City of Baltimore 
 
Two grant programs account for $206 million (77%) of the $267 million in direct aid distributed to the 
City of Baltimore:  Local Highways/Streets and the Disparity Grant.28 
  
Local Highways and Streets.  The State provided the City of Baltimore $127 million in aid in FY 2011 for 
highways and streets—93% of the statewide total of $136 million. However, this amount is distributed 
to the city had been reduced from the FY 2007 peak of $227 million29—a reduction of $100 million that 
hit Baltimore especially hard during the depths of the Great Recession. It is important to note that that 
the City of Baltimore is responsible for maintaining essentially all the 1,900 miles of roads in the city.30 
 
Disparity Grant. The State of Maryland does not permit local governments to have a local sales tax.  But 
the state does permit local governments (counties) to piggyback a local income tax onto the state 
income tax—up to a maximum of rate of 3.2%. Baltimore taxes income along with five other counties in 
Maryland at this maximum local rate.  The tax is based on where one lives rather than where one works; 
by itself, this operates to the detriment of Baltimore. However, the State provides a payment to 
localities (the Disparity Grant) to substantially compensate for the wide variation in the yield from the 
local income tax.  Without delving into the details of the formula, the state sets a target that each 
county will receive 75% of the average yield of the local income tax statewide.  This results in a grant of 
$79 million to Baltimore (71% of the statewide total of $111 million). The Disparity Grant helps to 
compensate for the fact that Maryland does not permit Baltimore to tax income by place of work (which 
would create substantial issues for the suburban counties surrounding Washington, DC—issues that 
presumably no one in the State would wish to raise). 
 
 

State Assumption of Services and other State Policies Specific to Baltimore 
 
The State provides assistance to Baltimore beyond the direct payments to the City of Baltimore 
described above. In the past several decades, the State has assumed financial and operational 
responsibility for the community college, detention center and central booking facility.  In effect, the 
assumption of these responsibilities by the State reduced costs to the City by $179 million in FY 2011.     
 
The State also has financial and operational responsibility for public transportation in Baltimore—both 
operational and capital responsibility.  This includes both buses and light rail—that extends to Thurgood 
Marshall Baltimore Washington (BWI) airport.  The State also has full responsibility for BWI. 
 
The State finances and operates stadiums for the Orioles and Ravens through the Maryland Stadium 
Authority. The state owns and manages all of the publicly owned terminals of the Port of Baltimore31 
and provides substantial direct support for the Baltimore Harbor Development and the convention 
center. 
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Unusual state-local management arrangement: Through the Department of Human Resources, the 
State of Maryland has direct responsibility for a wide variety of social services statewide and has offices 
in each county. Baltimore is no exception.  As a state agency, the Secretary of the Human Resources 
appoints the directors of each county. However, what makes Baltimore unique is that both the Governor 
(through the Secretary of Human Resources) and the Mayor of Baltimore have joint responsibility to 
select the Director of Social Services32 in the city. Also, unlike any other counties, the Director of Social 
Services serves as a part of the Mayor’s cabinet.  
 

 
Section II:  Institutions and Management Practices of the City of Baltimore 
 

The Board of Estimates 
 
The city charter contains a provision for the Board of Estimates.  The charter provides that the Board, 
among other things, develops the annual budget for Baltimore and establishes the overall fiscal policy 
for the city. This includes both revenue estimates for the budget (including proposed tax rates, levels for 
fees and charges as well as estimates of intergovernmental aid and other revenues) and program-based 
levels of spending for specific services and programs.  
 
The charter does not permit the 15-member city council to increase spending or revenue from the 
budget proposed by the Board. The council is only permitted to reduce the budget.  
 
The Board is constituted of five members—the mayor, the council president, the comptroller, the city 
solicitor and the director of public works. The voters of Baltimore elect three of these members at-large: 
the mayor, the council president and the comptroller. However, the mayor appoints the city solicitor 
and director of public works.  Thus, the mayor controls three of the five votes on the Board.33 This 
provision conveys significant decision-making authority in the mayor for budgeting and fiscal policy 
issues. 
 
In addition to the power of the Board to shape fiscal policy, the Board also is engaged in the detailed 
financial management of the city.  The Board meets once a week to approve contracts and supervises all 
purchasing within the city. All of these proposed actions are posted on the weekly agenda and provide 
transparency. As these are public meetings, members of the public who have standing for specific items 
on the agenda are permitted opportunities for public input. 
 
 

Finance and Budgeting 
 
A number of individuals interviewed for this case study independently cited a long-standing tradition 
(and continuity) of capable and professional staff in finance and budgeting as an institutional strength of 
the city.  But capable and professional staff does not necessarily mean that elected policy makers will 
carefully consider the information and advice provided by those staff. Yet discussion with a range of 
individuals—those based in Baltimore and Annapolis, both inside and outside of government—seem to 
indicate that there seems to be a tradition of mayors, councils and other elected officials of doing so.   
 
A few others also added that the degree of reporting of financial information to the State might also 
contribute to financial probity.  State law requires that all local governments in Maryland provide 
financial information to the General Assembly’s Department of Legislative Services. This not only 
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includes expenditure and revenue information, but also detailed information on fund balances and 
pension information (including investment assumptions).  Individuals were somewhat cautious as to the 
overall impact of this, but suggested that because it is readily available to all members of the General 
Assembly (rather than an executive level agency), this might contribute modestly to better financial 
management and fiscal policy for local governments—including Baltimore. Also, there may be increased 
scrutiny by legislators on Baltimore because of the relatively large percentage of state aid directed to 
the city. But again, this was based on inference and educated hypotheses rather than any discrete 
evidence or examples. 
 
Like so many cities in the depths of the Great Recession, the City of Baltimore had to make mid-year cuts 
in FYs 2010 through 2012—layoffs, unpaid furloughs, closure of fire stations and recreation centers and 
tax increases in order to stave off an otherwise cumulative shortfall of $300 million.34 These cuts were 
painful for residents, employees and elected officials alike. But the perception was that while the cuts 
addressed the short-term budget problems, they were not sustainable over the long run. There was a 
need to take a longer more strategic view of policies, practices and finances of the city. 
 
Based on information and recommendations from the budget office, Mayor Stephanie Rawlings-Blake 
and the Board of Estimates agreed in September 2011 to commission a ten-year financial plan. This plan 
was to examine longer-term policy and financial options for the city. 
 
In February 2013, the 10-Year Financial Plan was released.  It projected that, without changes in current 
policies, the budget gap would grow from $30 million in FY 2013 to $125 million in FY 2022—a 
cumulative operating deficit of $745 million. The cumulative gap for capital spending for infrastructure 
was estimated to be $1.3 billion.  
 
The Mayor built the budget she proposed for FY 2014 around the framework established by the 10-Year 
Financial Plan.  It will be important to follow Baltimore to determine the extent to which this long-term 
framework provides a path to long-term financial and service-level sustainability.  If so, it will also 
reinforce the import of elected officials working closely and in concert with professional staff in crafting 
long-term policies and practices affecting services, activities, priorities and finances of local 
governments.  
 
 

Other Management Practices 
 
Several individuals cited the CitiStat program as a management practice that contributed to Baltimore’s 
fiscal sustainability. Governor Martin O’Malley indicated that CitiStat saved the city $350 million over 
seven years during his tenure as mayor. CitiStat was recognized with the Innovations in American 
Government award in 2004 by Harvard University. Although one person expressed skepticism regarding 
the efficacy of CitiStat in managing the city, the general consensus is CitiStat has a positive impact on the 
provision of services and on finances.35   
 
Although formally outside of the CitiStat program, one person interviewed for this report indicated that 
evidence-based analysis and decision making that is now a part of the organizational culture of 
Baltimore led the city to better target financial assistance to non-profits focusing on delivering positive 
outcomes to children and families—including $5 million in FY 2013. 
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Evidenced-based decision-making is finding its way into areas that are formally outside of the purview of 
CitiStat.  One of those areas is in targeting assistance to non-profits. 
 
First, some background.  The Family League is a quasi-governmental agency that is a separately 
incorporated as a non-profit organization with the mission of serving the poor—with a special emphasis 
on poor families. However, what is unusual is that the CEO of this organization is a full member of the 
mayor’s cabinet. 
 
One of the Mayor Rawlings-Blake’s six outcome areas within the Budgeting for Outcomes framework is 
“Better Schools.”  Although the Baltimore City Schools is a separate governmental entity with a separate 
governing body, the BFO framework not does not distinguish between departments—or, this case, 
separate governmental entities. 
 
One individual indicated that the Mayor wanted to use some discretionary general fund dollars—that is, 
city funds not being transferred directly to the BCPS—to help improve outcomes in schools. The Family 
League looked at Baltimore’s data to determine what was working (and what wasn’t). They found that 
the funding for existing programs targeting high school students showed little or no evidence that they 
were producing better outcomes—even though there was a strong constituency to continue those 
programs.  However, the Family League found strong evidence that programs targeting elementary 
school children were working—especially those relating to “summer-learning” loss. The Family League’s 
advice to mayor was to refocus the city’s investment into younger age groups—specifically summer 
programs. Even though there was a strong constituency for continuing the high school programs and to 
spread the money around to a wide range of non-profits, the Mayor discontinued funding for the high 
school programs and transferred these funds to summer programs for elementary students. This person 
indicated that this decision was completely driven by data—both in Baltimore and evidence-based 
studies nationally. 

 
The city initiated a revised process for budgeting--Budgeting for Outcomes— in 2010. Although several 
individuals mentioned this new initiative and expressed enthusiasm about it, additional information 
would need to be reviewed (or additional research would need to be conducted) to determine the 
impact of BFO on Baltimore’s policy making and management. 
 
The Board of Estimates approved a new Budget Stabilization Reserve policy in 2008. The Government 
Finance Officers Association recommends such policies.  Among other provisions, the policy requires a 
reserve to be a “…a minimum level of 8% of the combined value of the general fund and motor vehicle 
fund operating budgets of the subsequent fiscal year.”36 
 
 

Continuity in Executive Leadership 
 
Several individuals noted the relative stability continuity in executive leadership within the city of 
Baltimore as a factor contributing to its fiscal sustainability—with only three individuals serving as 
mayor37 between 1971 and 2007. William Donald Schaefer was at the helm of the city from 1971-87, 
Kurt Schmoke was mayor from 1987-99 and Martin O’Malley led the city from 1999 until he became 
Governor in 2007.  In addition to continuity, several individuals interviewed also mentioned the 
effectiveness of each of these individuals in their capacity as major.  
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It remains to be seen whether that continuity will continue. Sheila Dixon was mayor from 2007 until 
2010 until she resigned from office in 2010.38 Stephanie Rawlings-Blake has held the position of mayor 
since 2010. 

 
 
Section III: Maryland Politics Support Fiscal Sustainability in Baltimore 
 
It might be tempting to examine the information presented in this case study so far and quickly distill 
several lessons-learned for policy makers in other states and localities. But such lessons-learned must be 
carefully drawn—particularly with regard to the intergovernmental dimension—due to the unusual if 
not unique state political environment in which Baltimore operates.  
 
First, the state leans strongly to one political party (the Democratic Party). This party has held majority 
control of both houses of the Maryland General Assembly for more than three decades. In addition, 
there has been only one Republican Governor since 1969. By most accounts, this party in Maryland has 
tended to be generally supportive of many urban issues and that works to the benefit of Baltimore. 
 
Second, an unusual and informal coalition of three counties tends to hold considerable sway in both 
houses of the General Assembly and so for several decades—Montgomery County, Prince George’s 
County, and Baltimore City. These counties contain over 40% of Maryland’s population. This coalition 
reinforces the support for urban issues that again works to the benefit of Baltimore. 
 
Third, the office of the Governor of the State of Maryland has been held by one of the former chief 
executives of one of the counties in the aforementioned coalition for 22 of the past 26 years. Former 
Mayor William Donald Schaefer was governor from 1987 to 1995, former Prince George’s County 
Executive Parris Glendening was governor from 1995 to 2003 and former Baltimore Mayor Martin 
O’Malley has been governor since 2007.  
 
 

Summary and Conclusion  
 
A confluence of a number of factors that work in concert with each other have contributed to 
Baltimore’s fiscal resiliency.  These include the primary role that counties play in the structure of local 
government in Maryland, the State assumption of the financing and operation of key functions and the 
equalizing impact of state aid.  Of course, local institutions also play at least an equally important role—
in particular, the responsibility and authority granted to the Board of Estimates by the city charter to 
streamline decision-making.  Lastly, a decades-long tradition of competent and trusted professionals in 
budgeting and financial administration combined with a political culture where mayors and other 
elected officials make budgetary and policy choices based on the advice and guidance of those 
professionals contributes significantly to Baltimore’s fiscal resiliency. 
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